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FOREWORD

It has long been recognized thatprogramming is an activity inwhich physical
disability need notbe a handicap to success. Equally, computers have for long
been used successfully to control complex machinery. The recent development
of inexpensive microprocessor technology has brought computer-controlled
equipment into the lives of all of us, in the form of digital watches, pocket
calculators, space invader games and the like. Fun butrarely essential.
Forthe severely disabled, however, the new technology offers the possibility
ofdoing some ofthebasic things most ofus doeffortlessly and without asecond
thought. The construction and evaluation of such aids is the theme of Julia
Schofield's fascinating text, which is both stimulating and exciting toread. Being
herself blind Julia brings an understanding to the overcoming ofthe problems
and frustrations of physical handicap that few people canmatch.
I am proud to welcome this volume to the BCS Monographs in Informatics
series. I hope that some, at least, of its readers will be encouraged to take up
work in this field.

July 1981

P.A.Samet
Series Editor

BCS Monographs in Informatics

IX

PREFACE

The material ii^this book was originally written as a PhD thesis at the Hatfield
Polytechnic, the research being carried out at theNational Physical Laboratory
undertheguidance of thelateDr Chris Evans, authorof'TheMighty Micro'and
expert in the humanfactors associated withman-computerinteraction. Chris's
uniquewayof thinking and experimental approach to research arevery apparent

throughoutthe chapters discussing theresearch work. During thelasttwoyears
there has beenmuchinterest in the subject of microcomputers and the disabled
and it seems useful to publish the thesis material, along with other useful
information, as a book.
The aims of this book are twofold:

(1) To make a study of existing problems and their possible solutions for
specific groups of disabled people, this being the first piece of work of this
kind that studies and discusses the problems of both the sensory and the
physicallyhandicapped together.
(2) To discuss current aspects of state-of-the-art microelectronics and com
puter technologywith the specific aimof seeing wherethesecan bebuiltinto
a general aid for the disabled which can be maintained and purchased
economically.

It is hoped that the material in this book will be of use to those already doing
similar work, those interested in purchasing aids and those working with or
constantly in touch with the severelydisabled.
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Chapter 1

AN OVERALL VIEW

1.1 GENERAL INTRODUCTION

My work in this area really started in the Computer Science Department of
Hatfield Polytechnic where a small group of lecturers were very interested in
how the computer could be used to bridge the communication gap between
Braille and print. One lecturer in particular, Mark Jenkin, deserves special
mention. His hours of work on building a Braille translation system using the
central DEC System 10 machine and his ideas and thoughts guided me towards
this topic. Other contributing factors at this stage were two severely disabled
students in my year studying Computer Science. One of these was a paraplegic,
confined to a wheelchair all the time, and the other was a spastic, unable to
write; both had very different problems from my own visual handicap.
I have always been painfully aware of the cost of equipment that a disabled
person requires and this is particularly true for a severely motor impaired
individual. Although microprocessor technology is beginning to be used in the
most recent aids for the disabled, most equipment currently is built of discrete
components. The electromechanical nature of this equipment not only makes it
expensive to buy, owing to its specialized nature, but also a disaster to maintain.
One of the outstanding motivations for my own work has been to try to create a
general approach to aiding the disabled and to use a technology that is becoming
cheaper. However, this will by no means solve the problem of purchasing
necessary equipment: aids may do more and be more reliable but the cost to a
parent, or person out of work, will still be astronomic.
So, with a background of having carried out research into Braille translation,
especially of technical material, I started, in the middle of 1975, to study ways in
which computers might be used to assist disabled people. A seminar had been
held in 1974, arranged jointly by Hatfield Polytechnic and the Royal National
Institute for the Blind (RNIB), to discuss the role of the computer in the lives of
the blind. Comments from this formed the basis for my own work. The subject
of using microelectronics for assisting the disabled was already of great interest
to many individuals and university departments throughout the world, but
nobody seemed to be trying to generalize it across the disability groupings. This
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book tries to introduce this generalized point of view, as well as surveying some
relevant existing aids.

1.2 INCLUSIONS AND EXCLUSIONS

A very full study of disabilities and current aids available, with their history,
would run into volumes and would not necessarily produce definitebackground
information and proposals on how computer technology can be used in future
aids for the handicapped. Disabilities are here grouped broadly into the
following.

(1) The Sensory Handicapped (visual disabilities, hearing impairment and
speech difficulties).
(2) Motor Impairment (often called physical handicap in Britain).
(3) Mental Handicap.

While these groups may be discussed separately, it is important that later
generalizations can be gradually built up using individual problems. This
approach illustrates where problems for a particular disability have to be dealt
with separately and where the general approach would offer great improve
ments. However, there is an increasing number of multiply handicapped people
and these are posing more problems for the aid builders. The problems of the
multiply handicapped are particularly relevant to the later chapters, especially
where MAVIS and the off-the-shelf machines are discussed. It is in the area of

multiple disability that the microcomputer has the largest part to play.
Specific clinical details of particular diseases are generally not included,
although the effects are frequently discussed. In the later chapters, where handi
caps are discussed, an educational and rehabilitational approach has been taken
rather than a clinical one. Much of my own work has been based on the sensory
and motor impaired, although MAVIS design (Chapter 4) and evaluation
(Chapter 5) relate mainly to the multiply disabled, including those with brain
damage.
Chapter 2 of the book briefly describes some of the more advanced aids
currently available. This chapter should be treated mainly as background to the
current work — it is not intended as a full survey of aids. Aids included have
been carefully selected to provide contrast and background to the work discus
sed in Chapters 4 and 5.
Much of the work described here is experimental and was carried out at the
National Physical Laboratory (NFL), Teddington. The philosophy of the mancomputer interaction group at NFL has always been to try out simple ideas,
which often seemedridiculouslyobvious, and to build systems round the results
if these were favourable. This 'building block' approach was taken here, with
the initial experiments being described in Chapter 3 and work with MAVIS in
Chapters 4 and 5. Any resultsfrom the initialexperimentsare given in Chapter 3
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but trials with off-the-shelf computer systems and with MAVIS are rather more

long term. These are discussed in general terms in the final chapter. Very few
quantitative results have been given, as the aim of the experiments was to
establish people's feelings towards certain configurations of equipment and to
proceed depending on whether they were liked or disliked. As few quantitative
results have been included, some reports from independent observers and users
have been inserted as a balance.

The following topics are outside the scope of this book. In most cases they
have not beenignored but, for a variety of reasons, inclusion isnot appropriate
to the work described here.

(1) Mobility problems, including control of cars, wheelchairs, robots etc.
(2) General health problems and social difficulties.
(3) Clinical details of different typesof disabilities.

(4) Work specifically aimed at severe mental disorders when not associated
with physical difficulties.

1.3 INTRODUCING SOME GENERAL PROBLEM AREAS

This short section talks very briefly about some of the areas that are to be
covered later. Alreadya very broad classification of disabilities has been intro
duced and this is used throughout. It will be seen in the later chapters that

different aspects of these problems caneither becoped with using a generalized
aid that is tailored to the person's needs (Chapter 4) or solved individually
(examples in Chapter 2). In some cases there is nothing yet available that can
help.

Oneexample ofa problem thataffects a wide variety ofdifferent disabilities is
that of communication. Visually impaired people can communicate by speech,

but they either use Braille for writing or have to type all material. A severely
motor-impaired person does not possess the dexterity to write normally and,
owing to lack of movement and theright kind ofequipment, often cannot type
or correct written material easily.Thesetwo groups of disabledpeopleappear to
have different problems but on investigation it can be seen that it is the same

writing difficulty showing itself differently. A possible solution is to produce a
typewriter with easy editing and with some sound keys to assist those with a
visual disability.

Theabove problem serves asan illustration ofthedifferent approach thathas
been taken in this book. The problem of communication is not discussed in full
here and nor is the solution. In fact, communication problems affect all groups

of severely disabled people in different ways, as will be seen later. One of the
problems thatalso affects many handicapped people is thatofmobility. This has
not been includedin this study although,whererelevant, it ismentioned. It isnot
denied that a similar study should be carried out in the mobilityarea.
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1.4 TWO BASIC APPROACHES TO AIDING THE DISABLED

So far this introduction has been concerned with approaches to the research
programme, and introducing disabilitywith some of its problems. In this section

two basic approaches to actually designing and building an aid are briefly
introduced. There are, of course,many other waysof aidingthe disabledbut the
more 'social' of these are not discussed. Much of the work that follows is

concerned with the developmentof future aids for the handicappedusingrecent
developments in microelectronics as a basis for the equipment.
Until very recently, the generaltrend in aids for the handicapped has beento
develop equipmentspecifically to assist oneparticularaspect of disability. This
approach has evolved and in most casesthe necessary technology has not been
available for any generalizations. This book does not argue that the specific
approach shouldstop (itis obvious that someone withoutsightdoes not want a

wheelchair even ifit does talk), butsuggests that a wider view ofdisability might
now be appropriate as well. This possible change in direction can be directly
attributed to the new microelectronics technologies.
The recent trends in microelectronics do not only affect the more general
approach to building aids developed throughout this book. Already there are
miniaturized circuits and microprocessors beingused in somespecific aids. For
example, in 1970 the world's firstprint-reading machine for the visually handi
capped (the OPTAGON, Section 2.2) was produced. This probably marks the
start of a general change in direction. Thechange wasmuch needed, especially in
the area of reliability.
In summary, the two approaches to buildingaids for the disabledare:

(1) the specific approach (solving one particular problem for a group of dis
abled people; see Chapter 2), and

(2) the system or group approach (doing a human factors study ofoneparticu
lar problem across the disability groupings and developing suitable equip
ment; see MAVIS, Chapter 4).

The systems approach requires much research in the areas of human factors

contributing to the building of an aid, and into the assessment and training
required for a generalized piece of equipment. It is also necessary to take an
entirely different look at the equipment so that it can have a general body with
cheap bolt-on extras for tailoring. This monographdescribes four years work in
this area.

1.5 THE ROLE OF THE MICROPROCESSOR

Already in this chapter microelectronics have been mentioned and their effects

briefly discussed. Most of the changes in direction in designing aids for the
handicapped can be attributed directly to the microprocessor and itsassociated
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miniaturized circuits. The great advantage of using a microprocessor with
associated memory etc. (a microcomputer) as the heart of an aid for the handi

capped is the greatflexibility it offers. Otheradvantages come down to straight
economics and maintenance. In the past, manyprojects for building equipment

for the disabled have had to be shelved purely because the technology was not
available, at the right price, for a small market. Until now, it has been very
difficult to alter a mass-produced article for the disabled, and in many cases
where adaptation is currently possible it is so costly that the equipment loses
many customers;for example, the POSSUM adaptationsto typewriters (Section
2.5). Using 'off-the-shelf chips, modules and even systems, the approach to
providing, adapting and building aidsis rapidly changing.
The microprocessor can be used in aids for the disabled in three distinctly
different ways:

(1) as a built-in component along with all the other circuitry (for example a
talking calculator. Section 2.3),

(2) as a specially built microprocessor-driven personal computer designed
specifically for use by the handicapped (see Chapter4), or
(3) as an 'off-the-shelf personal computer system adapted by the user or just
used as it is (seeChapter 6).

The first use of a processor is really just a miniaturization of circuitry and is
invisible to the user; this will not be considered again as one of the definite
approachesto using microprocessors in aids for thedisabled, although it isvery
valuable. The second and third uses of built-in microprocessor systems are
discussedin this book and are of major importanceto currentwork.
1.6 MAINTENANCE, TRAINING AND ECONOMICS

The three topics of maintenance, training and economics will be discussed
further where they are relevant, in later chapters. As all three are crucial to the

success or failure of an aid, some introductory comments aregiven here.
Many of the existing aids that offer a very useful service to an individual have

been received unfavourably because of poor maintenance by the supplier. A
disabledpersonveryquickly develops a psychological dependence on an aidand
willfeel very lostwhenit isnot working, even ifthefaultappears at a time when
the aid would not have been used anyway. It is now becoming common for
systems to offer a self-debugging routine for fault finding which can be used
without an engineer. On the way out, hopefully, are the vast electromechanical
aids that needso muchmaintenance, and intheirplace iscoming equipment that
can be maintained by exchanging circuit boards. However, as aids becomemore
complex the need for them to work continuously increases and the cost of
offering fast maintenance,therefore, alsogoesup.
Training can also be a costly process, more necessary for some aids than for
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others. Some of the newaidsoffer'teachyourself systems that could behandled
by many, but not all, users. For some equipment, for example the Optacon
(Section 2.2), very specialized training is required withhighly skilled teachers.

At present there are no centres that run training for a number of different aids
under one roof; thiswouldbeidealbut very difficult to setup and justify. Linked

with training is the initial assessment of thesuitability of a user for a particular
aid. This is a subject that is currently changing rapidly as equipment based on
microprocessors becomes morewidely used.

In the previous two paragraphs theeconomics of more generalized aids have
already been introduced. Many ofthese dorequire special training butsuch aids
tend to be more reliable,solving perhaps more than one problemand makinga

severely disabled person employable for possibly the first time. The aids at
present are costly for their initial purchase andthecosts that are saved through
use are frequently hidden. If employment is achieved then there canbe a great
saving to the state. If a child can be educated locally and can do schoolwork
independently there is a noticeable saving. Formany, however, the savings are
slight butthemere need forsomething todoisgreat. Certainly, the new aids will
provide more independence, recreational facilities for perhaps the first time, less
direct attendance by helpers and more reliable contact with the outside world
through automated telephones and alarms; but for support from an official
agency, improvement inthequality oflife isfrequently difficult to justify inthese
days of expenditure cuts.

1.7 STRUCTURE OF THE BOOK

The following is the structure of the remainder of the book. Chapter 2 gives a
brief review of some currently available aids for the handicapped. Chapter 3
describes experimental work carried out by the author and others on mancomputer interactions relevant to aids.

Chapters 4 and 5 discuss MAVIS, a microprocessor-based generalized aidfor
the disabled developed and tested during the research at NPL. Chapter 4
describes MAVIS and its uses, and Chapter 5 describes the field trial made of
MAVIS, with the cooperation of the Department of Health and Social Security
(DHSS). An Appendixgives moretechnical details ofthe hardwareand software
of MAVIS. Chapter 6 compares two approaches to aids — specifically
developed computer-based aidssuchasMAVIS and theuseofstandard, off-theshelf microcomputer equipment.
Chapter 7 reviews the topic of microprocessor-based aids in general, with
some pointers to the future.
A list of useful addresses and other information is included in the Appendices
and References at the end of the book.

Chapter 2

SOME CURRENTLY AVAILABLE AIDS

This chapter introduces and discusses some of the currently available aids.
Volumes could be written on this subject so the equipment selected has been
chosen either because of its historical importance or because it uses modern

technology. The chapterconcentrates on thenewer aids asmany ofthese arenot
wellknown.Where therearecompeting aidsthat arevery similar theauthorhas
selected one, but thosechoosing an aidshould always lookcarefully at thewhole
situation before settling for a particularpiece of equipment. General informa
tion on equipment can be obtained from the Disabled Living Foundation and
from the manufacturers. Verylittletechnical informationhas beenincluded here
as this can also be obtained from manufacturers. A list of useful addresses for

obtaining further information has been included at the back of the book. Aids

have beengrouped according to disability, withcomments as to where they can
be used more widely.

2.1 AIDS AND THEIR USES

Before looking at some specific aids, it is necessary to briefly discuss the use of
aids by disabled people. This is particularly relevant to those in research, as
correct human factors are of critical importance. Much of the research for the
MAVIS system (Chapter 4), which represents a fundamentally different
approach to designingand buildingan aid, was basedon work on human factors.
Even if an aid has been designed to offer the maximum assistance, those
involvedin making it willsoon find that it is usedin a rather different way than
that which they had anticipated, although functionally it will be providing the
same service. For example, a talking typewriter may have been designed to
enable a blind person to checktheir work but it might also assist a personwho
has bad speechto talk over the phone. A designernot in a wheelchair maynot be
quite able to appreciate the limited reach that many physically disabledpeople
have, or realize that a larger power-on button might make the unit accessible to
someone with little manual dexterity. Disabled people are, on the whole, far
better at adapting to their disabilities than designers imagineand must be given
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enough freedom to experiment. What does itmatter ifa keyboard is used upside
down by someone who is bedridden, so long as the keys do not fall off and
success is achieved?

Manyaids have limited use because insufficient thought andimagination have
been put into their design. Often, very simple things are missing which would
have been easy to design differently. Ensure that an assumption iscorrect before
building it into an aid. Thedesigner must also takeintoaccount thattheperson
who will use the aid is human and likesto be proud of the equipment. Unsightly
wires and huge boxes should not be necessary in this day and age. One must

ensure that portable aids really areportable andeasy to pick up ifsomeone has
limited movement. All too often designers are very highly technically quali
fied but lackimagination and are too keen to try andstart being helpful before
they understand the problem. When one has had all one's preconceived ideas
dashedto the ground because that is justnot howa disabled person works it is
often difficult to throw themallawayand start tryingto makesomething useful.
Until recently, aidswere builtto assist withoneparticular aspect ofdisability,
for example, an adapted typewriter for someone unable to use their hands to

write, or a reading machine for theblind. In some cases, particularly that of the
blind, this approach to building an aid still has to continue but, with pro
grammable microelectronics becoming cheaply available, problems ofdifferent
groups of handicapped people can be considered together. Many aids are now
becoming more complex, more specialized and frequently more expensive,
while government expenditure is being cut. An aid that can be used by a larger
group ofpeople istherefore desirable. This topic will bediscussed inmore detail
later.

2.2 SOME AIDS FOR THE VISUALLY HANDICAPPED

Research for the blind has beenvery advancedfor someyears,resultingin many

good services and much reliable equipment. The aids discussed in this section
and in that on synthetic speech aids are those that have been revolutionary in
their effect and which use microelectronics.For those generallyinterested in aids
for the blind the RNIB offers a wide selection, and they are very willing to
discuss the problems of visually handicapped people.
It is often said that blindness is more of a nuisance than a disability. For many

blind peoplethe problems are not those of access to buildings or changes to the
home, they are fundamental annoyances throughout the day such as not being
able to read the train indicator at a station, or going into the wrong shop. In daily
work and school lifethe main problems are associatedwith readingand writing.
Braille, that well known system of raised dots, has been used by the blind for
over a century for reading and writing. A variety of machines is available to
enable a blind user to punch the Braille patterns on to paper and manyof these
are in everyday use. The problem with using Braille is that literature has to be
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translated, as do school work, university essays, letters etc. For books, the RNIB
and others produce many volumes a year in Braille. These range from literature
to items for a single student at university. However, when it comes to employ
ment it is for the blind persons themselves to manage as best they can with
readers, secretaries and their own typing skills.
Technology is making the problems of communication usingBraillefar easier.
For some years a transcription system has been running at Warwick University
for personal reading requirements, bank statements, knitting patterns, machine
instructions etc. Reading machines are also now available, changing the lives of
many blind people. Word processing is allowing blind people to create wellwritten, well-formatted material and there are special systems which can be
operated in Brailleand then be connected to a printer for normal printed copies.
All is changing dramatically and those who are at the moment lucky enough
to be able to use the new equipment find it of great importance in their lives. New
systems with written and spoken output are at last going to solve the reading
problems. However, as problems are solved, others predominate. No one has
solved the problem of teaching blind people to spell. They miss the many signs
and words around in the world and go through life finding spellingone of their
main handicaps.
2.2.1 The Optacon reading machine

The Optacon was first marketed in 1970 and was the first direct print-reading
machine for the severely visually handicapped. Research on the machine started
in the early sixties when Professor John Linvill of Stanford Universitywanted to
produce equipment to enable his blind daughter. Candy, to read her school
books without the need for them to be translated into Braille: a long and
tedious process. John Linvill was joined by Dr Jim Bliss and Dr Steve Brugler
who developed the machine to the current design. There are, to date, over 8000
Optacon reading machines throughout the world, the equipment still being
unique. Telesensory Systems Inc. (TSI), with President Jim Bliss, produce the
Optacon and are responsible for the training programmes that have been
developed for the equipment.
The Optacon is an OPtical to TActile CONverter. It produces the shape of the
print letters appearing under its camera on an array of vibrating pins (See Fig.
2.1). The small lens and camera unit is held in one hand and freely moved across
the printed page. The other hand is placed with the index finger in a groove
under which are the vibrating pins (seeFig. 2.2). The standard lens module has a
zoom lens for use with all normal sizes of print; other modules can be attached

for reading computer visual displays (Fig. 3.3), for accurate typing, and for very
small material. Clear print is obviously easier to recognize than blurred or bad
copying but, depending on the user's skill, most types of print can be read, with
the exception of cursive handwriting.
Unlike for most aids on the market, the new Optacon user requires a training
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Figure 2.1: The Optacon. The Optacon print-reading machine for the blind. This
is the only system which allows normal printed material to be read by touch.

course. This course normally consists of two weeks of intensive individual
tuition with some follow-up lessons if difficulties are encountered or if the
operator has more specialized requirements, such as reading music. The course
teaches users to recognizedifferent types of print and layout, how to operate and
look after the machine and how to use the attachments as necessary. Although
some users have taught themselves to operate the equipment, this has normally
resulted in bad tracking which can be verydifficult to correct. TSIhas produced
a set of training manuals and aids. Figure 2.3 shows a typical training environ
ment with an Optacon visual display, tracking aid and one of the manuals.
Although the Optacon is a major breakthrough, enabling those unable to read
print to do so independently and without transcription, not everyone is able to
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Figure 2.2: Reading with an Optacon. The Optacon shown In use. A small camera
Is held In the right hand and Is moved across the printed material; Images of
symbols appearing under the camera can be felt on the Index finger of the left
hand. Images are the actual shape of the printed character. In dot matrix form on
an array of vibrating pins, six across and 24 down.

use the equipment. Research has been carried out to find a test that can be given
to each user to see how they will read with the Optacon (see Fig. 2.4). This is
used to show how well a potential user will be able to track, test recognition
skills and assess language confidence. A good score on this test will normally
show a potentially able user, although the most critical factor is motivation to
read, which cannot easily be tested.
To develop a useful reading speed takes hours of hard work which is initially
very tiring and boring. TSI's work in the area of assessing Optacon users, and
particularly their training manuals, were studied in detail as part of the MAVIS
research as they were particularly relevant to similar problems to be
encountered with that system (see Chapter 5).
TSI has been developing a talking attachment for the Optacon. This attach
ment plugs into the standard unit (see Fig. 2.1) and produces a spoken word
output as the camera is moved across the page. This new accessory should
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Figure 2.3: A typical Optacon training station. This shows the Optacon (bottom
left), the tactile array visual display (top left), a tracking aid (bottom middle) and
the automatic page scanner for teaching smooth and non-hesitant scanning
(right).

enable users to read much faster and should also enable some who find great
difficulty with the existing equipment to read print directly. Field evaluation of
this unit started in the USA in 1981.
2.2.2 The SPEECH+

In 1976 TSI launched another aid for the visually handicapped that had a great
impact. The Speech-I- calculator is a hand-held unit with synthetic voice and
visual display output. The calculator has two other interesting ergonomic
features; firstly, a keyboard arranged like that of the touch-tone telephone, a key
pad commonly used by visually handicapped people; and secondly, optional
voice output on key depression. The Speech + is still the most portable, simplest
calculator available for the blind and is widely used. Figure 2.5 shows the
Speech + calculator being used by a multiply handicapped student who is
backward in simple mathematics. In this application the calculator has been
found to be extremely useful, even when the disabled person has no visual
handicap at all.
The need for more general talking instrumentation, for example telephone
switchboards, encouraged TSI to develop speech boards like the one used in the
calculator and the talking Optacon for other applications. Numerous other
companies offer a wide range of speech chips, boards and full voice systems.
These companies include Votrax, Texas Instruments and National
Semiconductor.
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TRACKING TEST. A grid of four lines is presented for the user to track, freehand.
(The diagrams are reproduced two-thirds actual size.)
Scored Examples

Trial 2

Trial 1

1.

C

J

0

S

C

2.

H

X

H

D

U

3.

B

V

8

N

4.

M

M

A

R

1

W

5.

i

6.

n

y

h

7.

a

e

m

8.

d

k

g

9.

7

4

8

2

7

10.

1

9

1

5

4

s

0

V

i
n

z

f

a

b

d

11.

3

3

9

7

8

12.

6

0

6

8

5

PATTERN RECOGNITION TEST. The aim is to spot which letters are the same.
Warm-up examples are given before the test itself.

—

0000

—

EEEE

CCCC
SSSS

MM

TTTT

AAAA

HHHH

MMMM

Criterion Test:
•

THCSOEIAM

Number correct

/9

Incorrect responses
THCSOEI

AM

Reading Test:
TOM

IS

A

CAT.

HE

EATS

MICE.

THE

MICE

HATE

TOM.

LEARNING POTENTIAL. If seven or more of the letters are recognized, the
sentence is also presented.

Figure 2.4: Optacon assessment tests. Details are needed from the potential user
as background to the test— motivation both for reading at home and at work, the
age of onset of visual disability. Braille reading speed (if appropriate), print letter
knowledge etc. The equipment is introduced to the user and three tests are
administered. These do not give a definite answer as to whether a user will read
with an Optacon, but together with the background information the likely useful
ness of the machine can be assessed. The tests are timed.
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Figure 2.5 : The Speech-l- talking calculator. Shown in use at a school for the
multiply handicapped, being used to develop numeracy.
2.2.3 The VERSABRAILLE

The VersaBraille is, again,a TSI product,introduced in 1979/1980. Ineffect it is
a portable information processor for the blind, acting as a notebook, Brailler
and filing system. The VersaBraille is designed to handle all information in
Braille with the exception that it can be used as a variable speed audio cassette
recorder also.

The Braille is written using the special keyboard shown in Fig. 2.6. The

keyboard, situated at the front of the unit, is the same as that normally usedfor
writing Braille where chords of keys are pressed to build up the Braillecharacter
(see Fig. 3.2 for examples of Braille). The VersaBraille offers searching, editing,
storage (using cassettes) and computer terminal facilities. The unit is portable
and battery-operated.
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Figure 2.6: The VersaBraiile system. Shows the Braille keyboard (six keys and a
space bar), a 20-character Braille display, word processing control keys and
Brallle/audio selection furthest from the operator. At the right Is the cassette unit.

The importance of the equipment is its size, capacity and organization.
Normally, Braille is written with a rather large machine (the Perkins Brailler).
Braille is also very large to store; one fairly small printed book often runs to
volumes of Braille, which are heavy to carry as well as bulky to keep. The
cassette on the VersaBraille holds about two volumes of Braille per side. Such
facilities as being able to edit material. Braille normally being punched on to
paper, and find material quickly using a computer searching mechanism are new
for most Braille users. For students at college the machine will be especially
valuable as, at last. Braille notes can be written in lectures silently and then
accessed easily.

2.3 COMMUNICATION AIDS

In everyday life, a communication problem is normally taken to mean
difficulties with speech. Here it is given a rather wider meaning in that it is linked
with the reading and writing difficulties associated with severe lack of move
ment. In fact, most of the aids discussed in this chapter are communication aids,
but those described in this section are normally used by those with severe
movement problems. For many people in a wheelchair their main problems are
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associated with access and mobility, but when someone has very little movement
at all their communication skills can be severelylimited. In reading what follows
it must be remembered that many severely disabled people have multiple dis
abilities and poor speech is not rare.
For those with very little manual dexterity there is a wide range of controls on
the market varying from a breath tube, a method of blowing and sucking to
control attached switches, to systems where waving a hand interrupts a light
beam and activates a switch. Somepeople with little movementcommunicate by
eye pointing, and there are several projects trying to develop a deviceto follow
the direction of gaze. This has often been done in laboratory experiments but not
with the sort of equipment that could be worn as is, for example, a hearing aid.
The Disabled Living Foundation can offer general information about controls
and adapted keyboards that are available for those with little or no limb
movement. For anyone in a wheelchair, reaching paper or switches is a problem,
so that furniture, power sockets and day-to-day material have to be carefully
arranged to enable them to be independent.
2.3.1 The Possum typewriter and environmental controller

Before the 1960s it was next to impossible for severely physically disabled
people to write. In cases where communication has to be carried out by writing
and motor skills are severelyimpaired, this problem is at its worst. An engineer,
Reg Maling, when visiting a road traffic accident case in Stoke Mandeville
Flospital hit on the idea of building a breath tube that would pneumatically
control switches which could then be used to control a typewriter or other
equipment.

The breath-controlled typewriter, which can also be controlled by other
switching mechanisms, such as a foot switch, is very widelyused and is marketed
by a number of different companies throughout the world. Figure 2.7 shows a
model made by Possum Controls, the original manufacturer. Letters are selected
from a matrix situated above the typewriter. A user blows until the light moves
into the correct column and then sucks until vertical selection is achieved.

Blowing again then actuates the typewriter for the currently selected item. The
method was a major breakthrough in its day and is still the means by which
many disabled people do their work. The systemshould not be underrated in the
light of technology today.
This type of typewriter has many drawbacks, which usershave learned to live
with; using microprocessor technology these can be removed. It is difficultfor a
user to see the paper as it is being produced sincetyping takes placeverynear to
the head and there can only be a limited amount of stationery visibleat any one
time. The typing selection matrix is fixed, although somecommonlyusedwords
have been added to later models. Evenwith the latest modelsof the equipment,
which do allow some limited correction of material, it is difficult to produce a
tidy, well-formatted copy. Using the old typewriter,whichmanypeoplehave,it

